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Whitecaps
spume + foam streaks + surface foam + bubble cloud
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Ocean Rendering: Wave Models
Trochoidal waves Fourier transform




[Tessendorf 2001][Hinsinger et al. 2002]
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Ocean Rendering: Lighting
[Bruneton et al. 2010]
   mean position + mean normal + slope variance
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Ocean Rendering: Whitecaps
Empirical models Particle based
[Darles et al. 2007] [Chentanez and Müller 2011]






● Extend Bruneton's lighting model to account 
for whitecaps
– Any viewpoint from ground to space
– Seamless transitions from geometry to BRDF
– Real time
● Context
– Deep water waves
– Gaussian heights and slopes




● Whitecap radiance depends on amount of 
breaking waves
[Bruneton et al. 2010]
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Breaking Waves
● Use surface tension










● Use surface tension





● Use surface tension




●         depends on Gaussian functions
               parameters can be computed analytically for trochoids or through 




● Whitecap radiance depends on amount of 
breaking waves




























● Reflectance fluctuations only
– No impact on geometry
ex: no plunging breakers
● No decay
– Whitecap can last several seconds
● Analytical surface
– Repetitive artifacts on periodic surfaces
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Conclusion






– Richer whitecap shading model (currently 
Lambertian / no visibility)
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● Automatic geometrical LOD
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Erf: Approximation
erf(x) our approximation
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Erf: Error
max error: 0.00012
